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Abstract—When autonomous cognitive radios (CRs) have to
search multiple potential channels for spectrum opportunities,
they face competition from one another to access the channel.
The end result of this competition is reduced CR throughput due
to collisions among CRs that transmit in the same channel. In
this context, the channel sensing order, i.e., the order in which
CRs competing for the channels visit those channels, will affect
their probability of successful access. This paper presents an
investigation into the sensing order dispersion problem, where
two or more autonomous CRs attempt to avoid one another
by selecting those sensing orders that reduce the likelihood of
collisions among one another. We present adaptive strategies that
enable the CRs to achieve sensing order dispersion. We evaluate
the performance of the presented adaptive strategies in terms
of expected time for the autonomous CRs to reach collision-free
sensing orders and also in terms of average number of successful
transmissions in the network.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A Cognitive network is a collection of wireless devices that
collect information about their environment, and intelligently
adapt their operating parameters in order to achieve user goals
under the constraint of licensed (primary) user protection [1].
In such networks, a cognitive radio (CR) utilizes spectrum
opportunistically by monitoring the licensed frequency spectrum to reliably detect primary user (PU) signals and operating
whenever the PU is absent. The detection of PU signals can
be achieved by: 1) spectrum sensing; 2) the use of geolocation
based databases; or 3) the combination of both.
In this paper, we consider a distributed time slotted CR
network with multiple frequency channels. The CRs use the
beginning of each time slot to sense the channels sequentially
in some order 𝕆 to find a free channel to transmit on, if
one exists. To visit the potential channels sequentially, each
CR autonomously chooses a sensing order 𝕆 from the set of
available sensing orders and accesses the first vacant channel
it finds, if one is found. When two or more autonomous CRs
simultaneously sense the same channel, find it free from PU
activity, and transmit data on the channel at the same time, a
collision occurs. In this context, the common goal of the CRs
is to autonomously select those sensing orders in which the
likelihood of collisions among the CRs is reduced.
This paper makes the following contributions: 1) To enable
the autonomous CRs to reduce the likelihood of collisions
among one another we propose a ρ-sticky adaptive strategy.
Adaptations are in the autonomous choice, by CRs, of the
channel sensing order 𝕆. When the number of CRs is less
than or equal to the number of channels the proposed ρ-sticky
strategy enables the CRs to arrive at collision-free channel
sensing orders, i.e., those sensing orders in which two or

more CRs never simultaneously sense the same channels and
therefore never collide with one another. We compare such
a strategy against a randomize after every collision adaptive
strategy, in which a new channel sensing order is randomly
selected whenever a CR experiences a collision [2]; 2) We
evaluate the proposed adaptive strategy in terms of expected
time for the autonomous CRs to reach collision-free sensing
orders. 3) Using simulations, we compare the performance
of different adaptive and non-adaptive strategies in terms of
average number of successful transmissions in the network.
A. Related Work
The opportunistic spectrum access (OSA) problem for the
scenario in which multiple potential channels are available has
been investigated in [3]–[10]. The work in [7] consider a time
slotted system in which a CR first selects a channel to sense
and transmits if that channel is free otherwise it stays silent
for the entire duration of that time-slot. This work proposed
a learning scheme that employs adaptive randomization based
on feedback (occurrence of collisions) for the CRs to arrive at
orthogonal channels. In contrast with [7], our work considers
sequential channel sensing and to improve convergence time
to collision-free sensing orders it proposes an adaptive strategy
in which an individual CR using a binary flag b maintains state
information.
Several policies for optimal selection of channel sensing
order are proposed in [6], [11], [12]. However, these policies
are either for a single CR scenario or for a two-user CR
network in the presence of a coordinator. Unlike [11], [12],
our work takes into account competition for channels among
multiple autonomous CRs. A channel sensing order policy
for distributed CR networks is proposed in [5]. Unlike [5],
our work does not assume knowledge of the channel gains.
Moreover, to improve the average number of successful transmissions in the network we propose adaptive strategies that
enable the CRs to arrive at collision-free sensing orders.
Learning-based medium access control (MAC) algorithms
that discover collision-free schedules are proposed for traditional wireless networks in [13], [14]. However the proposed
algorithms cannot be applied straightforwardly to distributed
CR networks due to the following reasons: 1) The proposed
algorithms do not consider the possibility that due to the reappearance of primary users the availability of channels can
vary over time; and 2) They also do not consider that to
ensure protection to the primary users from CR interference,
the transmitter must perform sensing before transmission to
determine which channels are available.
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Fig. 1. Different scenarios for sequential channel sensing using sensing orders. In scenarios a) and c) the two CRS are assumed to select different sensing
orders, in scenarios b) and d) CRs 1 and 2 are assumed to select the same sensing orders.

II. S YSTEM M ODEL
We consider a network consisting of M autonomous
CRs (transmitter/receiver pairs) with a set of channels N =
{1, 2, ..., N}. Each of M CRs is allowed to access one of these
channels when it is not occupied by a PU. Due to hardware
limitations, a CR can sense only one channel at a time. Also,
at any given time each CR can either sense or transmit, but not
both. Similar to [3], [7], [8], we assume that the primary users
and CRs both use a time slotted system, and each primary
user is either present for the entire time slot, or absent for the
entire time slot. The channel availability statistics for each
channel are assumed to be unknown to the CRs. In each
channel, the probability of the PU being present in a given
time slot is θi . Similar to [3], [7], [8] we assume that for each
channel, the PU activity (present or absent) in a time slot is
independent of the PU activity in other time slots and is also
independent of the PU activity in any other channel in any slot.
The status of the ith channel in time slot n is a binary variable,
Bi (n) ∈ {0, 1}, where 1 means the channel is occupied by a
PU and 0 means the channel is free of a PU activity. Sensing
observations are assumed to be perfect as in [7], [8] (In the
future, we will explore the effects of the sensing inaccuracies
on the performance of the proposed adaptive OSA strategies).
The beginning of each time slot is used by the CRs to
sense the potential channels sequentially in some order 𝕆 (as
explained in Section III) to find a channel that is free of PU (or
other CR) activity. We refer to this as the sensing stage. The
sensing stage in each slot is divided into a number of sensing
steps (see Fig. 1, scenario a)). Each sensing step is used by a
CR to sense a channel. If a CR finds a channel free in its kth

sensing step, it transmits in that channel until the end of the
slot (data transmission stage) otherwise it stays silent for the
entire duration of that time-slot.
Let Y be a random variable representing the number of
sensing steps within a time slot until a CR is successful in
finding a channel free from PU and other CR activity (given
that the CR is successful). Note that, with a constant time slot
of duration T , the duration of successful data transmission
in each slot is a function of Y . At the end of each slot, the
instantaneous throughput achieved by an autonomous CR is
given by
{
(1 − YTTsense )R, if successful
C(Y) =
0
otherwise

(1)

where Tsense is the time required to sense each channel and R
represents the transmission rate of a CR to its receiver when
the channel is available. Note that if the number of potential
channels N is larger than T /Tsense , then the CR does not
have time to visit all channels within a time slot. However,
for simplicity and also for practical reasons, we assume
throughout the paper that N < T /Tsense . Figure 1 illustrates
examples of different scenarios for sequential channel sensing
using sensing orders.
When autonomous CRs have to search multiple potential
channels for spectrum opportunities, they face competition
from one another to access the channel. The end result of this
competition is reduced CR throughput due to collisions among
CRs that transmit in the same channel. In this paper, we are
interested in OSA strategies that maximize the average number
of successful transmissions in a given slot for the distributed
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CR network (under the PU protection constraint). Note that a
successful transmission in a given slot means that a CR finds
a channel free from the PU activity and is the sole CR to
transmit in that channel.
III. OSA S TRATEGIES
In this section, we present adaptive OSA strategies that
reduce the likelihood of collisions among the autonomous
CRs. Adaptations are in the autonomous choice, by CRs,
of the channel sensing order 𝕆. When the number of
CRs is less than or equal to the number of channels the
presented strategies allow the CRs in a distributed network
to autonomously arrive at collision-free sensing orders,
i.e., those sensing orders in which two or more CRs never
simultaneously sense the same channels and therefore never
collide with one another.
a) ρ-sticky strategy:
We propose a ρ-sticky strategy in which a CR maintains
state information using a binary flag b. Let S denote the
number of available sensing orders. The sensing order that a
CR selects can either come from the space of all permutations
of the indices of N channels, or some subset thereof. Let
each CR maintain an S-element probability vector p (i.e.,
all components are non-negative and add to 1) and let
pi represents the probability of choosing the ith sensing
order. The ρ-sticky strategy involves the following steps.
1) Initialize p = [ S1 , S1 , ..., S1 ] and set the binary flag to b = 0.
2) Toss a weighted coin to select a sensing order, with pi the
probability of choosing sensing order i. Sense the channels
sequentially in the order given in the selected sensing order.
3) One of three possibilities occurs:
a) Successful transmission: On a successful transmission
using the current sensing order i, the CR updates pi and p j
as pi = 1 and p j = 0, ∀ j ∕= i,
i.e., it utilizes the same sensing order to visit the channels in
the next slot.
The CR then sets b = 1.
b) CR finds all channels busy: On using sensing order i in the
current slot if all the channels visited by the CR are currently
found busy, i.e., the channels are either occupied by a PU
or by another CR, the CR updates pi and p j as pi = 1 and
p j = 0, ∀ j ∕= i, i.e., it utilizes the same sensing order to visit
the channels in the next slot.
c) CR collides with another CR: On experiencing a collision
in the current slot using sensing order i, the CR updates pi as
{
ρ
if b = 1
(2)
pi = 1/S otherwise
and updates p j as
pj =

{

1−ρ
S−1
/

1 S

if b = 1
otherwise

(3)

where ρ is a design parameter and 0 < ρ < 1.
The CR then sets b = 0.
i.e., on experiencing a collision in the current slot, if b = 1
a CR sticks with the current sensing order with probability
ρ, and if b = 0 it randomly, with equal probability, selects a
new sensing order. Moreover, setting of b = 0 allows a CR to
restart checking for a successful transmission using a sensing
order.
4) Return to 2.

The detection of a collision is implemented in the following
way. The CR, upon transmitting in a free channel in the nth
slot, receives an acknowledgement (ACK) on whether the
transmission in that slot was successful. If an ACK is not
received then the CR concludes that a collision occurred.
Intuition for the ρ-sticky strategy:
i) Benefit of setting b = 1 after success:
In the ρ-sticky strategy whenever a CR experiences a
collision using a sensing order i, a CR using the binary flag
b takes into account whether it was successful in the previous
slots using that sensing order. If it was successful it sets b = 1
and after experiencing a collision sticks to the sensing order
i with probability ρ. This stickiness improves the speed of
convergence to collision-free sensing orders as successful CRs
tend to stick with their sensing orders, reducing the number
of CRs randomly selecting the sensing orders.
ii) Motivation for setting b = 0 after a collision:
Let us assume that before experiencing a collision a
CR was successful using a sensing order i, i.e., binary
flag b is set to 1. After experiencing a collision, in the
next time slot it may happen that the CR selects with
probability 1 − ρ some other sensing order j, j ∕= i. In this
scenario if b = 1 then the CR will wrongly believe that it
was successful using the sensing order j in the previous
time slots. To avoid this, the CRs reset the value of b to 0
after experiencing a collision (see step 3c of ρ-sticky strategy).
Convergence of ρ-sticky strategy:
For N ≥ M, we can show that from colliding sensing orders,
the CRs will arrive at collision-free sensing orders in a finite
number of time slots.
Assume that in the nth time slot the network starts from
colliding sensing orders. When the network is in colliding
sensing orders then there is non-zero probability of collision
between two or more CRs that have picked the colliding
sensing order in the nth time slot. Given that this collision
happens there is a non-zero probability that colliding CRs
pick different sensing orders in time slot n + 1. If in time
slot n + 1, all CRs have collision-free sensing orders then
the network has converged. However, if the network is still
in colliding sensing orders then there is again a non-zero
probability of collision between two or more CRs that have
picked the colliding sensing order in the previous slots. This
continues until the network arrives at collision-free sensing
orders (which will take finite number of time slots due to
non-zero probability of arriving at collision-free sensing
orders from colliding sensing orders).
b) Randomize after every collision strategy:
We compare the proposed ρ-sticky strategy against the
randomize after every collision strategy (first proposed by us
in [2]). In this strategy, initially each CR randomly selects a
sensing order form the set of available sensing orders. In the
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Fig. 2. Simulated expected TTD of the randomize after every collision (rand)
strategy and ρ-sticky strategy. Number of CRs M varied between 4 to 10 and
N is fixed at 10 channels.
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Fig. 4. Simulation results for the average number of successful transmissions
for the CR network in a given time slot for different OSA strategies. Number
of CRs M and number of channels N is fixed at 10.
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Fig. 3. Simulation results for the average number of successful transmissions
for the CR network in a given time slot for different OSA strategies. Number
of CRs M is fixed at 5 and number of channels N is fixed at 10.

next time slots, a CR randomly, with equal probability, selects
a new sensing order only if it has experienced a collision in
the previous slot; otherwise, it retains the previously selected
sensing order.
c) OSA strategy without adaptation:
In each time slot, a sensing order (from the set of available
sensing orders) is randomly selected (with equal probability)
by each CR independently and then channels are sensed by
each CR according to its own sensing order.
IV. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS OF THE ρ- STICKY
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Fig. 5. Simulation results for the average number of successful transmissions
for the CR network in a given time slot for different OSA strategies. Number
of CRs M is fixed at 10 and number of channels N is fixed at 8.

predefined Latin Square Φ as compared to when they select
sensing orders from the space of all permutations of N channels. Therefore, to evaluate the performance of the proposed
strategy we assume that each CR selects sensing orders from
a predefined Latin Square (selects a row of a Latin square),
where a Latin Square is an N by N array of N channel indices
in which every channel index occurs exactly once in each row
and column of the array. For example, with ∣ N ∣= 5, there are
many different Latin Squares and one example out of many is
given as:

STRATEGY

⎛

Our previous work in [2] showed that when adaptation is
employed, the CRs converge quickly to collision-free channel sensing orders when they select sensing orders from a
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We are interested in strategies that: 1) Minimize the expected
time to dispersion (E[TTD]), i.e., the expected time (typically
measured in time slots) for the autonomous CRs to reach
collision-free sensing orders; and 2) Maximize the average
number of successful transmissions in a given slot for the
distributed CR network.
We simulate a distributed CR network comprising M CRs
and N channels. The probability of the PU being present in
a given time slot for all N channels is set to θ = 0.3. To
analyze the impact of parameter ρ on the performance of
the ρ-sticky strategy, we also vary the value of parameter ρ
between 0.5 to 0.9.
a) Performance in terms of E[TTD]:
For N = 10 channels and M ≤ N, the expected TTD for the
randomize after collision strategy using a Latin Square (rand)
and the ρ-sticky strategy using a Latin Square (ρ-sticky) are
plotted in Fig. 2. It can be seen in Fig. 2 that the ρ-sticky
strategy takes on average either equal or less number of time
slots than the rand strategy. It can also be seen in Fig. 2 that the
ρ-sticky strategy on average requires the less number of time
slots when the value of ρ is set to 0.9, as compared to when
the value of ρ is set to 0.5 or 0.8. We note that the optimal
value of parameter ρ may change when the effects of sensing
inaccuracies are taken into account. One of the extensions we
envision for our current research is the consideration of the
effects of sensing inaccuracies on the choice of parameter ρ.
b) Performance in terms of average number of successful
transmissions:
i) Case 1 (When N ≥ M):
In Figs. 3 and 4, for N = 10 channels we compare the
performance of the proposed strategies in terms of the average
number of successful transmissions in a given slot in the CR
network under two different scenarios, when M < N and when
M = N. The two figures (Figs. 3 and 4) show that for both
scenarios the ρ-sticky strategy outperforms the rand strategy.
Particularly for the scenario when M = N ρ-sticky strategy
significantly outperforms the rand strategy (see Fig. 4). It
can also be seen in Figs. 3 and 4, that the ρ-sticky strategy
maximizes the average number of successful transmissions in
the network when the value of ρ is set to 0.9.
ii) Case 2 (When N < M):
It can be seen in Fig. 5 that when the number of autonomous
CRs is greater than the number of channels N, the proposed
ρ-sticky strategy with ρ = 0.9 maximizes the average number
of successful transmissions in the network (Fig. 5). Note that
when N < M arrival at collision-free sensing orders is not
possible.

V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE R ESEARCH
In this research we show how autonomous CRs can avoid
collisions by using adaptive opportunistic spectrum access
strategies. We propose a ρ-sticky adaptive strategy that enable
the CRs to reduce the likelihood of collisions among one
another. When the number of CRs is less than or equal to the
number of channels the proposed ρ-sticky strategy enables the
CRs to arrive at collision-free channel sensing orders. We show
that the proposed ρ-sticky strategy minimizes expected TTD
and maximizes the average number of successful transmissions
in the network as compared to the randomize after every
collision adaptive strategy.
In our future research, we will extend this work to explore the impact of imperfect information (sensing errors and
collision detection inaccuracies) on the performance of the
proposed adaptive OSA strategy.
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